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Abstract—Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) is a new
trend to overcome the limitations of the current IP mobility
management protocols raised by the rapid increasing mobile
Internet usages. It is based on the idea of flattening the network
architecture and providing mobility service when it is necessary.
Although DMM outperforms the well known protocol - Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) in terms of optimizing the network resources
consumption, the DMM deployment faces several challenges such
as complex address and tunnel management, high signaling cost
and high handover latency when the number of addresses and
tunnels associated with the mobile node increase (e.g., in case of
users moving at a high speed). For this reason, we introduce a
hybrid centralized-distributed mobility management architecture
(H-DMM) for supporting highly mobile users. The numerical
results showed that H-DMM can retain the advantages of DMM
while limiting its drawback in comparison with PMIPv6 in terms
of signaling cost, packet delivery cost, handover latency and endto-end delay even in case of users with highly mobility features.
Keywords—IP Mobility, Distributed Mobility Management,
Proxy Mobile IPv6, Network-based Mobility Management.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the mobile data services have become an essential part of many consumers’ daily lives [1], [2]. As a result,
the mobile data traffic is expected to grow to 15.9 exabytes
per month by 2018, a 11-fold increase over 2013 [1]. Despite
the increasing volume of traffic, the average revenue per user
is falling fast. On the other hand, as current mobile networks
are evolving towards all-IP architecture and the mobile nodes
(MNs) may frequently change their point of attachment to
the IP network, IP mobility management is a crucial concept
to meet the demand of ubiquitous Internet connectivity, for
example, providing Internet connection on moving vehicles
like cars, buses and subways.
The mobile network operators are being challenged by
the increase of mobile data traffic and the new requirements
e.g., providing connectivity anywhere and at any time with
consistency of user experience, while preserving the economics
of their networks and creating new opportunities for revenue
growth. Although further dramatic increases in radio capacity
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of mobile broadband will come with the deployment of new
wireless technologies such as Evolved High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA+) and Long Term Evolution (LTE), spectrum
for operators is however both limited and expensive. Thus, the
network operators are looking at different methods to increase
the system capacity such as deploying femto and pico cells,
together with simplifying the network architecture as well
as optimizing the data transmission costs. Accordingly, the
mobile network is currently evolving towards flat architecture.
The 3GPP1 also proposes such traffic offloading techniques as
Local IP Access/Selected IP Traffic Offload (LIPA/SIPTO) and
IP Flow Mobility (IFOM) [3]. Following the same idea, the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has recently chartered
the Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) working group2
which specifies the solutions to address the problems and limitations of the current centralized mobility management (CMM)
such as sub-optimal routing, scalability issues, and reliability
(the centralized mobility anchor represents a bottleneck and
single point of failure) [4], [5].
Since DMM is currently a topic of high interest to both
academia and industry, a lot of work has been done considering different DMM approaches [5]. All of them proved that
DMM is generally a promising mobility management scheme.
The reason is that DMM allows the traffic to be offloaded
easily from the core network since the mobility anchor is
put at the network edge. In addition, the mobility support
is enabled when it is really needed and the traffic is better
distributed among the network entities, which as a result helps
reduce the network congestion and resources waste. However,
DMM deployment also faces several issues such as complex
address and tunnel management, high signaling cost and high
handover latency as the number of addresses and the number
of bi-directional tunnels associated with the MN increase, for
example, in case of users moving at a high speed (i.e., smart
phone users on vehicles) and/or with long-lasting sessions [6],
[7], [8]. Consequently, DMM may not be a suitable scheme
for vehicles or users on moving vehicles.
In this document, we propose a hybrid centralizeddistributed mobility management architecture (H-DMM) for
supporting such highly mobile users. As a network-based
approach, it provides the mobility support for all legacy
devices. In line with the DMM philosophy, the solution keeps
the benefits of DMM while mitigating its limitations compared
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to the centralized approach (including Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6)
[9] and Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [10]). It is done by a
smart combination between DMM and PMIPv6. Based on a
set of metrics (e.g., the characteristics of the flow and the
number of active prefixes) the appropriate approach will be
applied. In more details, when moving inside the domain, the
MN can obtain two different prefixes, one from the current
Mobility Access Router - MAR (as a normal DMM behavior)
and the other from the central entity (Local Mobility Anchor
(LMA) - following the PMIPv6 operation). The former prefix
is changed every time the MN performs a handover, while
the latter remains unchanged. The numerical results showed
that the solution (H-DMM), as similar to DMM, outperforms
PMIPv6 in terms of packet delivery cost and end-to-end delay
in a low mobility and/or a short-lived flow scenario. It also
helps prevent a high increase of signaling cost, packet delivery
cost, and handover latency in DMM compared to PMIPv6 in
case of high mobility and/or long-lived flow scenario.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the background information related to the centralized
and distributed mobility management approach as well as highlights the advantages and limitations of each approach. Section
III describes the proposed solution regarding its architecture
and operations. Section IV provides performance analysis in
terms of signaling cost, packet delivery cost, handover latency,
and end-to-end delay. Section V shows the numerical results
from the given analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper and provides perspectives for future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

A. IP Mobility Management: from Centralized to Distributed
Approach
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [9], as a global mobility protocol,
maintains the mobile node’s reachability when it is away
from home. It is done by introducing a central entity, namely
Home Agent (HA), which is a topological anchor point of
the permanent MN’s IP address. When the MN is away from
home, a bi-directional tunnel is then established between the
HA and the MN for redirecting packets from/to the current
location of the MN. However, as a host-based protocol the
MN needs to perform the mobility-related signaling by means
of location update procedure. It is the main obstacle for the
deployment of MIPv6 in the reality. For this reason, Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [10] has been introduced as a networkbased protocol to avoid the additional deployment in the MN
so that the MN can be kept simple. In other words, mobility
can be transparently provided to all legacy devices. While
moving inside a PMIPv6 domain, the MN remains its IPv6
address. Thus from IP layer point of view, the MN is unaware
of mobility. This is achieved by introducing the network entity
called the Mobile Access Gateway (MAG), which performs
the mobility-related signaling on behalf of the MNs attached
to its access links. In PMIPv6, the LMA, similar to HA in
MIPv6, is responsible for maintaining the MN’s reachability
state and forwarding traffic from/to the current location of the
MN. MN’s traffic is always encapsulated and tunneled between
the LMA and the corresponding MAG.
MIPv6 and PMIPv6 are two typical examples of the current
mobility management protocols which are highly centralized

and hierarchical. In these protocols, both the mobile context
and traffic encapsulation need to be maintained at the mobility
anchor. The exponentially increasing number of mobile devices
and their traffic demand make the centralized mobility management solutions encounter several problems as inefficient use
of network resources, reliability, and scalability issues [4].
To tackle these issues, a new paradigm, the so-called Distributed Mobility Management (DMM), has been introduced
from both IETF and the mobile industry. In DMM, instead of
having a centralized mobility anchor, the mobility management
function is distributed among the network entities at the
network edge. Similar to the centralized approach, there are
two main groups of solution: the host-based and the networkbased [5]. Since the network-based approach does not require
any additional deployment at the MN, in this paper, we focus
on this approach. In a network-based DMM domain, the MN
gets different prefixes when changing its point of attachment.
In case of mobility, the MN’s flows are anchored (if necessary)
at the MAR in which the MN’s prefix in use is allocated (called
anchor MAR or aMAR). Hence, the packets can be redirected
via the tunnel from the anchor to the current MAR (cMAR).
B. Centralized vs. Distributed Mobility Management
As DMM is presently a quite hot topic, a lot of research
publications [5] have carried out the analysis on different
DMM approaches, and compared them with the conventional
mobility management protocols in terms of signaling cost,
packet delivery cost, handover delay, packet loss, and end-toend delay. The results from these analysis showed that DMM
helps to save the resources in the network in some scenarios
since the mobility support is enabled when it is necessary
and the traffic is better distributed among the network entities,
thus improving the scalability and reliability of the network.
In DMM, the MN obtains a new prefix after each handover,
while the old prefixes should be kept as long as their ongoing flows are still alive. The on-going flows will be routed
via the tunnel between the anchor MAR and the current one.
As a result, in the situation where the MN is running the
long-lasting flows and/or a node with high mobility features,
the DMM deployment encounters several challenges such as
complex address and tunnel management, high signaling cost,
and long handover latency [6], [7], [8]. Therefore, DMM may
not be a good candidate for vehicles or users on a moving
vehicle.
In more details, in [6], the authors compared between
the network-based DMM approach and PMIPv6 in terms of
signaling cost and packet delivery cost. The authors concluded
that DMM does not always outperform PMIPv6, especially
when the cell residence time is short. In [7], the authors carried
the analysis comparing different DMM approaches and the
existing centralized ones including MIPv6 and PMIPv6. The
results showed that the DMM protocols require an additional
registration delay to the centralized approaches. This delay
increases significantly when the MN moves far away from its
anchor network. In [8], the authors, via an analysis regarding
multicast deployment in DMM environment, argued that none
of the approaches (PMIPv6 and DMM approaches) is always
better than the others. The appropriate approach should be
selected dynamically in order to meet a set of requirements

in terms of service disruption time, end-to-end delay, packet
delivery cost, and tunneling cost.

III.

D ESCRIPTION

OF THE

S OLUTION

In order to keep the advantages of DMM while mitigating
its drawback in comparison with a centralized management
approach (PMIPv6), we proposed a solution, called H-DMM,
that allows intelligently selecting a suitable mobility scheme:
PMIPv6 or DMM in an appropriate manner.
The architecture and operations of the solution are illustrated in Fig. 1. The solution relies on the network-based
DMM scheme proposed in [15]. The base entity, Mobility
Access Router (MAR), basically encompasses the functionality
of a plain access router, an MAG, and an LMA. The central
mobility database (CMD) is extended to the Central Mobility
Anchor (CMA) which also plays the role of an LMA in
PMIPv6. When a mobile node (MN1) attaches to an MAR’s
subnet, it obtains a prefix from this MAR (called MAR-prefix)
according to the normal DMM behavior. Also, it can get
another prefix from the CMA (called LMA-prefix) as in a
PMIPv6 domain. Every time the MN performs a handover,
it keeps the LMA-prefix while obtaining a new one from the
new MAR. The MN then can select either the prefix allocated
at the current MAR or the one from the CMA to start a new
communication with a corresponding node (CN). In addition,
as a normal DMM behavior, the MN can continue receiving
the traffic destined to its previous prefixes. It is noted that the
details of how to select the appropriate prefix according to a
set of metrics (e.g., type of flow and number of active prefixes)
is out of scope of this document. At this stage, the MN should
use by default the current MAR-prefix to start a new flow as
a normal DMM behavior. However, if the number of active
prefixes is greater than a threshold (N0 ), then the LMA-prefix
should be selected.
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In [11], the authors introduced a dynamic tunneling scheme
for network-based DMM based on PMIPv6 (DT-DMM). The
idea is that the prefix allocation is responsible by the MAG
instead of the LMA. Thus, the flow, after handover, is routed
via the tunnel between the anchor MAG (aMAG) and the
current one (cMAG) following the DMM concept. Based on
a specific condition, the on-going flows are routed via the
tunnel MAG-LMA instead of the tunnel aMAG-cMAG during
the handover process. This means that the mobility anchor
of the MN’s prefix is changed from the current MAG to the
LMA. However, it may lead to a significant service disruption
(typically in seconds [12]) due to the routing convergence time
which reflects the time to update the new anchor location of
the prefix used by the on-going flows. This procedure is similar
to that in case of changing LMA during the mobility session
which is not recommended by the IETF [13], [14].
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Fig. 1: Architecture and operations of H-DMM.

new prefix registration. In addition, the CMA, acting as a
normal LMA, allocates an LMA-prefix (lpref0::/64) for this
MN. As the MN enters the domain for the first time, the CMA
creates a Binding Cache Entry (BCE) for it. In our solution,
the BCE needs to be extended with the information of the
LMA-prefix. Thus, the entry consists of the MN-ID, the LMAprefix, the list of MAR’s prefixes and the associated MARs,
as well as the address of the current MAR (see Fig. 1). After
that, the CMA replies by a Proxy Binding Acknowledgement
(PBA) including the MN-ID, lpref0::/64 and mpref1::/64. A bidirectional tunnel is established between the CMA and MAR1
as similarly to that in PMIPv6. MAR1 then unicasts a Router
Advertisement (RA) to the MN including the prefixes allocated
(lpref0::/64 and mpref1::/64). Based on these prefixes, the
MN can configure two IPv6 addresses (lpref0::MN1/64 and
mpref1::MN1/64) which can be activated at the same time. The
MN then can select one of the two addresses to start a new flow
e.g., flow0 using lpref0::/64 and flow1 using mpref1::/64. Note
that flow0 is routed via the mobility tunnel between CMA and
MAR1 while flow1 is delivered using the normal IP routing
without any tunneling mechanism.
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A. Initial Registration
The signaling flow when a mobile node (MN1) enters
the domain (e.g., attaches to MAR1) is illustrated in Fig. 2.
After detecting the presence of an MN by means of a Router
Solicitation (RS) which includes the MN’s identifier (MNID), MAR1 allocates a prefix for the MN (e.g., mpref1::/64).
MAR1 then sends a Proxy Binding Update (PBU) message
including the MN-ID and mpref1::/64 to the CMA for the

Fig. 2: Signaling flow for initial registration operations.

B. Handover Operation
Fig. 3 describes the signaling flow when the MN performs a
handover from MAR1 to MAR2. As a normal DMM behavior,
after detecting a new attachment, MAR2 assigns a new prefix
(mpref2::/64) for the MN. It then informs the CMA with a PBU
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is allocated and the current MAR. hcl is the average number
of hops between the CN and the CMA/LMA/MAR. Note that
the number of hops between the MN and its MAR/MAG is
assumed to be one (wireless link).
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As described in Fig. 3, various messages are used in
our analysis. The following message sizes in bytes thus are
considered: LRS is the size of the RS, LRA - the size of the
RA, LP BU - the size of the PBU, LP BA - the size of the PBA,
LP - the size of the packet, LT - the size of the tunneling
header, LAddr /LP ref - the size of the address/prefix options.
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Fig. 3: Signaling flow for handover management operations.

as similar to the initial registration process. After receiving
the PBU, the CMA updates the corresponding BCE of the
MN with its current location and the new prefix allocated
(see Fig. 1). The CMA then replies by a PBA including the
new MAR-prefix (mpref2::/64), the LMA-prefix (lpref0::/64),
a list of previous prefixes, and the associated MARs (in this
case, mpref1::/64 and MAR1). In parallel, the CMA notifies
the MN’s previous MARs (MAR1) about the current location
of the MN by means of a PBU message. MAR1 then updates
its BCE and sets up its end-point for the bi-directional tunnel
with MAR2 for the on-going flows which are initiated using
mpref1::/64 (e.g., flow1). Similarly, MAR2 updates its binding
and sets up its end-point for the tunnel with MAR1 (for flow1)
and with the CMA (for flow0). It then sends a RA to the MN
including the new MAR-prefix (mpref2::/64) and the LMAprefix (lpref0::/64). As a result, the MN keeps using the LMAaddress (lpref0::MN1/64) while configuring a new address
based on the new MAR-prefix (mpref2::MN1/64). In more
details, the status of mpref1::MN1/64 becomes “Deprecated”
while the status of mpref2::MN1/64 and lpref0::MN/64 are
“Preferred”. Consequently, the MN can start the new flow
either using mpref2::MN1/64 (e.g., flow2) or lpref0::MN1/64
as the source address. Regarding the on-going flows, the traffic
for flow0 is now routed via the new route CN-CMA-MAR2MN while the traffic for flow1 is routed from MAR1 via the
tunnel MAR1-MAR2 (CN-MAR1-MAR2-MN).
IV.

P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

This section presents the performance analysis of the
proposed solution in comparison with PMIPv6 and DMM
(network-based DMM) regarding different metrics: signaling
cost, packet delivery cost, handover latency, and end-to-end
delay. The details of each protocol is provided in [10], [15].
A. System Models
1) Reference Model: The hop-count distances between the
entities for performance analysis are defined as follows: hmc
is the average number of hops between the MAR and the
CMA; between the MAG and the LMA as well. hac is the
average number of hops between the MAR where the prefix

Let N p denote the average number of active prefixes (excluding the LMA-prefix). According to [6], N p is calculated
as:
µ
(1)
Np = 1 + ,
δ
where µ is the MAR/MAG subnet border crossing rate and 1/δ
is the mean value of the active prefix lifetime while the MN is
visiting a foreign network. In the context of this document, the
low value of N p represents a low mobility and/or a short-lived
flow scenario. The higher value of N p corresponds to a high
mobility and a long-lived flow scenario. By allowing the MN
to select the LMA-prefix or MAR-prefix, our solution keeps
the value of N p always lower than a threshold (N0 ).
2) Delay Model: We adopt the packet transmission delay
model in [16] in which the packet transmission consists of
the transmission time and the propagation time. Thus, the
transmission delay of a wired link can be calculated as:
l
+ Dwd ),
(2)
BWwd
where h is the hop-count distances between two nodes, l is
the length of the packet, BWwd is the bandwidth of wired
link and Dwd is the wired link latency.
dwd (l, h) = h(

Unlike the wired transmission which can be considered
as reliable, the wireless link is unreliable. The wireless
transmission delay is therefore calculated as:
1
l
+ Dwl ),
(3)
(
1 − q BWwl
where q is the probability of wireless link failure, BWwl is
the bandwidth of wireless link and Dwl is the wireless link
latency.
dwl (l) =

B. Performance Metrics
1) Signaling Cost: The signaling cost (SC(.) ) is the sigu
naling overhead for updating the location (C(.)
) as well as for
r
refreshing the bindings (C(.) ) for the MN. It is defined as the
total delivery cost of all signaling messages. According to [17],
the message delivery cost is calculated as the product of the
message size, the hop distance and the unit transmission cost
in a wired/wireless link (α for the wired and β for the wireless
link). SC(.) is therefore expressed as:


r
u
.
(4)
+ C(.)
SC(.) = µ C(.)
u
As can be seen in Fig. 3, CH−DMM
can be given by:
u
CH−DM
M = β (LRS + LRA + LP ref )+αhmc {LP BU +3LP ref
+ LP BA + Nm (LP ref + LAddr )}
+ αNm hmc (LP BU + LP BA + LAddr ) , (5)


where Nm = min N p , N0 .
Similarly,

u
CDMM

and

CPu MIP

MN continues receiving the packet of the on-going flows from
the CN. The handover latency is given by:

can be calculated as:

u
CDM
M

= β (LRS + LRA ) + αhmc {LP BU + LP ref + LP BA +

N p LP ref + LAddr } + αN p hmc (LP BU + LP BA + LAddr ) , (6)

u
CP
M IP = β (LRS + LRA ) + αhmc LP BU + LP BA + LP ref . (7)

Even the MN is remained at the same subnet, the signaling
for refreshing the bindings is sent periodically when the
binding timer expires. For a sake of simplicity, we suppose
that the binding cache entry lifetime (TBCE ) is identical in
case of PMIPv6, DMM, and H-DMM (for both MAR-prefix
and LMA-prefix). Thus, the refreshing procedure is executed
on average Rr = ⌊ 1/(µTBCE )⌋ times when the MN attaches
to an MAR/MAG. In DMM and H-DMM, the current MAR
only needs to exchange PBU/PBA with the CMA (without
following by a PBU/PBA exchanged between CMA and the
r
previous MARs). As a result, C(.)
is given as follows:
r
CH−DM
M = Rr αhmc {LP BU + (Nm + 1) LP ref + LP BA }, (8)

r
(9)
CDM
M = Rr αhmc LP BU + N p LP ref + LP BA ,

CPr M IP = Rr αhmc (LP BU + LP BA ) .

(10)

2) Packet Delivery Cost: The packet delivery cost (P C(.) )
represents the accumulative cost to deliver the packets between
the MN and a CN per unit of time. It is proportional to the
distance between the MN and the CN, the size of data packets
and the number of packets transmitted. Let λpkt denote the
packet transfer rate. In case of DMM, λpkt = λp N p where
λp is the packet rate per active prefix. In PMIPv6, since only
one prefix is active, the total packet rate is λpkt . In H-DMM,

the packet rate for the LMA-prefix is λlp = N p − Nm λp .
The packet is routed via the route MN-MAG-LMA-CN, MNcMAR-CN, and MN-cMAR-aMAR-CN in case of PMIPv6,
DMM (new flow), and DMM (old flow), respectively. Note
that in DMM, the tunneled packet (cMAR-aMAR) belongs to
N p − 1 prefixes (except the prefix allocated in the current
MAR). Thus, P C(.) is calculated as:

P CDM M = λpkt (β + αhcl ) LP + λp N p − 1 αhac (LP + LT ) ,
(11)
P CP M IP = λpkt {βLP + αhmc (LP + LT ) + αhcl LP }. (12)

As in H-DMM, the MN can select the LMA-prefix or the one
at the current MAR to start a new flow, P CH−DMM can be
expressed as:
P CH−DM M


N p − Nm
Nm
m
P CH−DM
+
P CP M IP , (13)
=
M
Np
Np

where
m
P CH−DM
M = λpkt (β + αhcl ) LP
+ λp (Nm − 1) αhac (LP + LT ) .

HO
TH−DM
M = tL2 + dwl (LRS ) + dwd (LP BU + LP ref , hmc )
+ dwd (LP BA + 2LP ref + Nm (LP ref + LAddr ) , hmc )
+ dwl (LRA + LP ref ), (15)

HO
TDM
M = tL2 + dwl (LRS ) + dwl (LRA ) + dwd (LP BU , hmc )+

dwd (LP BA + LP ref + N p (LP ref + LAddr ) , hmc ),

(16)

TPHO
M IP = tL2 + dwl (LRS ) + dwd (LP BU , hmc )
+ dwd (LP BA + LP ref , hmc ) + dwl (LRA ).

(17)

Regarding the service disruption time, it is calculated as:
SD
TH−DM
M =

Nm

SD
TH−DM
M −D +

Np

N p − Nm
Np



SD
TH−DM
M −P , (18)

where
SD
TH−DM
M −D = tL2 + dwl (LRS ) + dwd (LP BU + LP ref , hmc )
+ max{dwd (LP BU + LP ref , hmc ) + dwd (LP BA , hmc ),
dwd (LP BA + 2LP ref + Nm (LP ref + LAddr ) , hmc )
+ dwl (LRA + LP ref )} + dwd (LP + LT , hac ) + dwl (LP ), (19)
SD
HO
TH−DM
M −P = TH−DM M +dwd (LP +LT , hmc )+dwl (LP ), (20)

SD
TDM
M = tL2 + dwl (LRS ) + dwd (LP BU , hmc )
+ max{dwd (LP BU + LP ref , hmc ) + dwd (LP BA , hmc ),

dwd (LP BA + LP ref + N p (LP ref + LAddr ) , hmc )
+ dwl (LRA + LP ref )} + dwd (LP + LT , hac ) + dwl (LP ),

(21)

HO
TPSD
M IP = TP M IP + dwd (LP + LT , hmc ) + dwl (LP ).

(22)

4) End-to-End Delay: End-to-end delay (E2E(.) ) is the
packet transmission delay from the MN to the CN. In DMM,
the new traffic is routed directly from the current MAR (MNcMAR-CN) while the old traffic is routed via the anchor MAR
(MN-cMAR-aMAR-CN). Thus, E2E(.) is defined as:
E2EDM M =

Np − 1
1
new
old
E2EDM
E2EDM
M +
M,
Np
Np

(23)

where
new
E2EDM
M = dwl (LP ) + dwd (LP , hcl ),

(24)

old
E2EDM
M = dwl (LP )+dwd (LP +LT , hac )+dwd (LP , hcl ), (25)

E2EP M IP = dwl (LP )+dwd (LP +LT , hmc )+dwd (LP , hcl ). (26)
(14)

3) Handover Latency: Since in a DMM environment, an
MN after handover can use the new prefix to start a new flow
while the old prefixes for the on-going flows, we consider the
handover latency and the service disruption time. The reason
HO
is that the handover latency (T(.)
) represents the time needed
for the MN after handover to start a new flow, while the service
SD
disruption time (T(.)
) is defined as a period from the moment
the MN leaves the previous MAR/MAG until the moment the

Similar to the packet delivery cost, E2E(.) in case of H-DMM
is given by:
E2EH−DM M


N p − Nm
Nm
D
P
=
E2EH−DM M +
E2EH−DM
M,
Np
Np
(27)

where
D
E2EH−DM
M =

1
Nm − 1
new
old
E2EDM
E2EDM
M +
M,
Nm
Nm

P
E2EH−DM
M = E2EP M IP .

(28)
(29)
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TABLE I: Parameters for the performance analysis.
Value
5
12 hops
80 bytes
40 bytes
20 bytes
29.49 ms
0.5 ms
6

Parameter
TBCE
hcl
LP BU
LP
λpkt
BWwd
Dwl

62

61

63

gdd


~

where hmm is the average hop distance between two adjacent
MARs/MAGs. The default parameter values for the analysis
are introduced in Table I in which some of them are taken
from [5], [6].

Parameter
β
hmc
LRA
LT
LP ref
tL2
Dwd
N0

5

Fig. 5: Packet delivery cost as a function of N p .

In this paper, we consider the case where the MN always
moves from MAR/MAG to MAR/MAG as if they were linearly
deployed (the user is moving further away from the first
attached MAR/MAG and never attaches back to a previously
visited MAR/MAG). This assumption, while has no impact on
PMIPv6, represents the worst-case scenario for DMM. Hence,
we have [5]:
hac = N p hmm ,
(30)

Value
1
2 hops
52 bytes
92 bytes
20 bytes
300s
11 Mbps
0.35

4
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Fig. 4: Signaling cost as a function of N p .

Parameter
α
hmm
LRS
LP BA
LAddr
1/δ
BWwd
q

`aa
[ab[

Value
300 s
6 hops
84 bytes
200 bytes
10
100 Mbps
2 ms

Fig. 4 shows the signaling cost as a function of the average
number of active prefixes (N p ). We can observe that the
signaling cost is increased as N p increases. As mentioned
earlier, the low value of N p represents a low mobility and/or a
short-lived flow scenario, while the higher value corresponds
to a high mobility and/or a long-lived flow scenario. In general,
PMIPv6 outperforms the others in terms of signaling cost.
When N p is small, the difference between the signaling cost in
case of PMIPv6 and DMM is small. When N p increases, the
difference is getting bigger. Our solution (H-DMM) helps to
reduce the difference, thus, mitigating the drawback of DMM
(in a high mobility and/or a long-lived flow scenario).
Fig. 5 illustrates the packet delivery cost when N p is
varying. The packet delivery cost in DMM and H-DMM is
increased when N p increases while it is fixed in PMIPv6
because the distance between the LMA and the MAGs is
supposed to be fixed. It appears clearly that when N p is small,
DMM outperforms PMIPv6. The reason is that the packet is
either routed directly via the current MAR (without tunneling)
or via the tunnel cMAR-aMAR which is supposed not too
long. When the distance between the cMAR and the aMAR
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Fig. 6: Handover latency and service disruption time as a function of N p .

is considerably large (with a high value of N p ), PMIPv6 is
much better than DMM. In both cases, the end-to-end delay
in H-DMM is always lower than that in PMIPv6.
Fig. 6 shows the handover latency and the service disruption time as a function of N p . They are kept constant
in PMIPv6. On the contrary, in DMM and H-DMM they
are generally increased when N p increases. DMM causes an
additional delay compared to PMIPv6 due to the increasing
number of active prefixes associated to the MN as well as
the additional time to update the location of the MN at the
anchor MAR. As a result, the additional delay is significantly
increased as N p increases. As can be seen in this figure,
H-DMM helps to keep the additional delay below a certain
threshold at a small cost of delay adding to the DMM approach
(when N p is small).
Fig. 7 shows the end-to-end delay as a function of N p . It is
clear that when N p is small, DMM and H-DMM solutions are
better than PMIPv6. The reason is that the packets do not need
to pass the central entity (LMA) which is quite far away from
the current MAR/MAG. When N p increases, the end-to-end
delay will be increased in DMM and H-DMM while it is kept
the same in PMIPv6. It means the delay in DMM and H-DMM
is higher than that in PMIPv6 (when N p > 7). The difference
between them is getting large when N p increases. Again, our
solution mitigates the difference by keeping the end-to-end a
bit higher than that in PMIPv6.
Now we investigate the relation between the number of
active prefixes (N p ), the velocity (υ) and the active prefix
lifetime (1/δ). It is assumed that the subnet residence time

and at the central entity (CMA). By doing so, the number
of active prefixes is kept below a threshold value even in a
high mobility and/or a long-lived flow scenario. The numerical
results showed that H-DMM inherits the advantages of DMM
while limiting its drawbacks in comparison with PMIPv6.
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In the next step, the network mobility (NEMO) [19] will
be considered in our architecture since NEMO is to provide
Internet access for a group of users in a moving vehicle in an
effective-manner. In addition, to achieve the realistic results,
experiments will be conducted based on an existing near-toreal testbed [20].
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,
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µ=
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of N p corresponds to a low mobility and/or a low-lived flow
scenario, while the high value of N p represents a high mobility
and/or a long-lived flow scenario.
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